Delete videoconference recordings

We have received reports that it is impossible to delete previous videoconference recordings (BBB plugin). Check that.

Associated revisions

Revision 6b29f9c9 - 26/07/2016 19:06 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix BBB api - refs #8365

Revision 05994eddb - 26/07/2016 19:24 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix translation on BBB plugin - refs #8365

Revision 497a825d - 06/10/2016 00:16 - Angel Fernando Quiroz Campos
Fix BBB api - refs #8365

History

#1 - 26/07/2016 19:26 - Angel Quiroz
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs testing
- Assignee deleted (Angel Quiroz)
- % Done changed from 0 to 80

Deletion fixed. And fixed the get_lang function uses in the plugin

#2 - 28/07/2016 07:42 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Needs testing to Bug resolved
- Assignee set to Angel Quiroz
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

Probado y confirmado.